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Motor touring murah

Motor Touring – Touring is one of the hobbies of automotive lovers. This activity is very exciting as we can drive long distances enjoying the surrounding natural scenery. Touring, of course, requires a comfortable rather than a tiring vehicle. For those who want to travel, it is better to choose a motorcycle with a relaxed
driving position and upright position and slightly bending hands. In this article, we recommend the best travelling motorcycles at friendly prices. Let's take a look at the information below. 12 Best touring motorcycles at cheap prices 2020 1. The first best Kawasaki Versys-X 250 Tourer Motor tour is the Kawasaki Versys-X
250 Tourer. The engine is powered by a 2-cylinder engine with a volume of 250cc. The maximum engine power can be 34 PS at 11,500 rpm and torque up to 21.7 Nm at 10,000 rpm. The Versys-X 250 Tourer has a long front suspension combined with rim bars to make it more comfortable for the tour. The Kawasaki
Versys-X 250 Tourer is also equipped with side pans, fog lamps, an engine cover, a hand guard and a DC socket to fill various devices below during the tour. This motorcycle is priced at 70 million rupees. 2. Kawasaki Versys-X 250 City Versys-X 250 City is a travelling motorcycle priced at Rp. 62 Million. This engine has
a 2-cylinder engine with a volume of 250cc, which is guaranteed to be powerful and can emit plenty of torque. While the bike is actually dedicated to urban areas, the Versys-X 250 City has a very nice driving position, so it can be used for long distance driving. 3. Honda CRF250R Rally If you want to rotate through rough
terrain, you can do so by bringing the Honda CRF250 rally. This engine has an adventure engine design that is suitable for travelling in different terrains. The engine has a capacity of 250cc and already uses an upside-down front suspension that improves stability to travel in different road mutes. Another interesting thing
about this bike is that the best tour motor is also equipped with Dual Asymmentry LED headlights and a floating wind display that gets cool and aggressive from the outside. 4. Suzuki GSX-S150 Touring Edition Well looking for cheap tour motorcycles, you can buy the Suzuki GSX S150 Touring Edition, priced at just Rp.
25 Million. This bike has exactly the same specifications as the Suzuki GSX S150. What distinguishes is the Suzuki GSX-S150 equipped Windshield smoke + bracket black, hand guard color and Bracket &amp; Side bag soft, which makes the exterior look more spectacular and supports the need to drive long distances.
5. The fifth Viar Vortex 250 is an Indonesian motorcycle called Viar Vortex. This Indonesian automotive company has created the best travelling motorcycle with 250cc engine capacity. Even if only one cylinder, The performance of this Viar engine can still be relied upon over long distances. The Viar Vortex 250 has used
the front suspension disc brakes upside down on both wheels. 6. Yamaha XMAX 250 Motor matic this may be the best choice to find the best touring motorcycle in Indonesia. The Yamaha XMAX offers maximum driving comfort by carrying a very large body and is equipped with an Anti-Lock Breaking System (ABS)
braking system. The price of the Yamaha XMAX 250 is quite expensive, priced at 55 Million Rupees. However, the price is considered comparable to the performance of its 250cc engine. 7. Yamaha NMAX Next is the maxi scooter motor, the type of which is comfortable to use as a rotating motor. This motorcycle has a
comfortable driving position with a large leg space, which makes the driving position more relaxed and not tiring. The price is cheaper than XMAX because the machine still has a capacity of 155cc. Still, Yamaha NMAX already uses VVA and Blue Core technology, making it one of the most powerful matic motorcycles in
Indonesia. 8. The Yamaha Xabre Yamaha Zabre has an upside-down front suspension that makes handling more complete and stable and makes Yamaha Xabre the right choice for those looking for the best touring bike. Xabre also offers an upright position, so driving can feel more comfortable. The engine has an
optimized 150cc engine with a 6-speed transmission system that improves acceleration capability and improves engine power more evenly. 9. Honda PCX 150 Ninth is the Honda PCX 150. This motorcycle has a relaxed driving position and is equipped with a very wide footrest, just like the Yamaha XMAX and NMAX. In
addition, this engine is also equipped with a 150cc engine equipped with PGM-FI and eSP technology. The engine is highly efficient and also classified as fuel efficient, making it a suitable engine for circumvention. The Japanese company's engine also owns a variety of features, including warning lights that combine an
LED headlamp to provide more lighting while driving at night. 10. The next best Yamaha MT-25 Touring engine is the Yamaha MT-25. This motorcycle is marketed for less than 50 million Rupians and is equipped with a 2-cylinder DOHC 4 Katum engine with a capacity of 250cc. The engine is exactly the same as the
Yamaha R25, so there is no need to doubt its performance. Although the engine is the same, the Yamaha MT-25 has a different driving position than the R25. This cannot be distinguished from the use of wide handles which make the driving position vertical and not more tiring. 11. All the new Yamaha Byson FI
Motorsport Yamaha is more comfortable for long distances because it has a more strap-driving position, so it doesn't t tire fast. Yamaha Byson is also equipped with PGM-FI technology that boosts fuel consumption. Tubeless tires mounted on both wheels. The lack of the best rotating engine is only one, namely the rear
brakes, which are still a tromol. The 12th Honda CB150R Streetfire DOHC 6-speed engine with a capacity of 150cc is the foundation of this best tour engine. The engine is classified as efficient with a fuel consumption of 37.87 km / liter. There is a 12 litre capacity tank attached ahead, so we shouldn't be afraid of running
out of fuel on tour. The CB150R also offers a tralis frame that delivers a high balance between strength and flexibility. As a result, the comparison of motorcycles is getting more maximum and is suitable for those who drive long distances It's 12 selections of the world's best touring motorcycles at the cheapest prices. If
you are looking for the fastest, it is recommended to buy a 250cc engine. But they are all of equal quality and certainly comfortable driving long distances or nearby. Such information is this time, hopefully the above information will be useful and may be comparative material. The best Touring Bike – Owning a motorcycle
has become a very natural thing for everyone. Because at the moment almost everyone has a motorcycle and even more than one motorcycle salmon. There are many reasons that make motorcycles a great necessity, one of which is a partner to earn a living and so on. On the other hand, there are people who make
motorcycles as a hobby, such as a tour. Talking about the tour is a very fun thing where we can travel very far with friends. But to do the tours, Flikermania needs to know in advance the tour procedures and also the equipment that needs to be equipped. Then there are also not just any motorcycles for motorcycles,
because so far many special motorcycles are circulating in the salmon. Because indonesia has many motorcycle manufacturers that have introduced touring motorcycles such as Kawasaki, Honda, Yamaha and Suzuki. Some well-known motorcycle manufacturers showcase the best travelling motorcycles from both the
racing kitchen sector and the hull sector. For more information about flikermania, see the review below. Best Touring Motorcycle in the World Cheap 2018Motor Touring Best1. Yamaha MT-25 The first best tour motor is a manufacturer-made engine with a tuning fork, namely the Yamaha MT-25. As Yamaha's flagship
motorcycle is indeed present in the naked bike segment, so it's very suitable for touring. Yamaha is also strengthened by a very sturdy and lightweight frame system, which makes driving easier. It is also due to the support of its dimension, which is very suitable for the engine lap Loh, where the rider's seating position is
perpendicular. Thus, the driver does not feel an easy cape or pegel when travelling far or is often invited to tour. Yamaha MT-25Tough for a model that it is very good, especially since the main and rear lights already use LED lights to produce a very bright light. It's certainly worth the price, as Yamaha has also equipped
it with features with highly advanced and modern technology. At the same time, in the kitchen industry, the racetrack is no longer insecure, it is certainly capable of producing very full power. Because the Yamaha MT-25 has a 4-phase liquid-cooled engine, a DOHC-8 valve with 2 upright and an engine capacity of 250 cc.
So that the power produced is capable of reaching 26.4 kW / 1200 rpm and the torque is capable of reaching 22.6 Nm / 10000 rpm. Yamaha MT25 Price Rp. 47.550.000,-The next best tour engine is the Yamaha Xabre 150, although the Yamaha bike is still relatively new, but it fits very well with all flikermania tours. Since
the manufacturer with the tuning fork has introduced the naked wheel in the segment, then the position of the seat is also very comfortable. Since the rider's position is perpendicular, Yamaha has already conceptualed it as a motorcycle dedicated to long distances or tours. Although it is present in the naked bike
segment, but the look of the design is very good. You can see for yourself in the front, which is very bongsor, which makes the look even cooler and also fierce. On a naked bike, this is just a little short, but overall it is very stable. The Yamaha Xabre 150Shows are even cooler when the front suspension is upside down,
while led lights are already used in headlights and taillights. The presence of the Yamaha Xabre 150 will surely follow the Yamaha All New Byson FI, which Yamaha has introduced. As for the performance of the racing kitchen, it is certainly worth the very price offered, where this engine is capable of producing very high
power. Equipped with a liquid-cooled 4-step motor, one Sohc silenter with a capacity of 150 cc motor, this type of engine can deliver maximum power reaching 12.0 Kw/8500 rpm and torque reaching 14.3 Nm/7500 rpm. Yamaha Xabre 150 Rp. 30.700.000,-3 Price. The Yamaha All New Byson FITo date is many
motorcycles made from Yamaha, which become the main choice for Indonesians of different types of motorcycles. One of them is the nude bike type, Yamaha All New Byson FI, as this one bike is indeed one of the best travelling motorcycles with a very affordable price strip. In addition to being suitable for long trips or
tours, the Yamaha All New Byson FI is also ideal daily. As we said earlier, if Yamaha has officially introduced this naked bike for a long time. Over time, Yamaha. and for the last generation, Yamaha All New Byson EN. Yamaha All New Byson FI The latest generation comes with a more athletic and gahar design. In
addition, the design of the driving guard is also cooler and is able to produce very bright light, as it already uses LED lights. At the same time, frames are already used in the frame sector with light and sturdy materials, making it very easy to control. As a naked bike, Yamaha has equipped it with a more comfortable
dimension when driven in both long-distance and local traffic. As for the price, it is very comparable to everything, especially for the kitchen industry, which is able to produce very hard power and full power. Yamaha All new Byson FI Price Rp. 22.950.000,-4. The Yamaha XMAXYamaha XMAX is one of the Yamaha Maxi
motorcycles with an engine capacity of 250 cc, this Yamaha matic motorcycle has very high performance. Since the Yamaha XMAX is equipped with a liquid-cooled four-stroke engine, SOHC, one cylinder. This type of engine can deliver maximum power reaching 16.8 kW/7000 rpm and maxsimal torque capable of
reaching 24.3 NM/5500 rpm. Such a performance, of course, would be very appropriate to follow the flikermania, which is a very hobby on tour, since this matic engine is actually very suitable for long distance travel. Not only does the Yamaha XMAX offer very hard and full-power kitchen performance, this Yamaha tour
bike also offers a very comfortable driving feel. Since the dimensional size owned by Yamaha XMAX is very suitable for a shoplifting engine, especially a very large foot support room. The presence of this Yamaha flagship product is also equipped with interesting features with advanced and modern technology. In
addition, it is equipped with smart keys, electrik sockets and also warning lights. With some excellent features, of course on a long trip, you will feel more comfortable and also calmer. Yamaha XMAX Price Rp. 57.800.000,-5. Yamaha NMAX Not only is the Yamaha XMAX matic engine very suitable for use as a rotating
engine, since Yamaha NMAX also has a design whose concept is not very different from Yamaha XMAX. Since both are Yamaha Maxi bicycles, Yamaha NMAX has an engine capacity of 155 cc. Customers have welcomed the presence of Yamaha NMAX as the best tour engine since it was first introduced, it has many
of the benefits it has offered. Yamaha's motor matic products are available in two versions, namely the standard version and abs version, the whole is the same. It just separates the two. The braking is fine, so it doesn't matter. Yamaha NMAXAs everyone already knows if Yamaha has made changes to its flagship
product. Now that converted to Yamaha NMAX 155, the presence of the latest generation of Yamaha NMAX has quite a difference. Flikermania can only be seen by the kitchen sector of the racetrack, equipped with a liquid-cooled four-stroke engine, SOHC, Single Cylinder with an engine capacity of 155 cc. This type of
engine already supports Blue Core and Fuel Injectioan technology to ensure that the engine's performance works perfectly and efficiently in fuel consumption. Then the price is certainly priced at a price that is very proportionate to everything between the two variants of the Yamaha NMAX 155.Harga Yamaha NMAX 155
Rp. 26.500.000,-Yamaha NMAX 155 ABS Price Rp. 30.400.000,-READ Kawasaki Ninja ZX-25R 2021 Price: Review &amp; Specifications6. Honda CB150R Streetfire Not only does Yamaha showcase the best travelling motorcycles that also fit daily, Honda also has a flagship motorcycle, the Honda CB150R Streetfire.
In the Honda sports bike range, it has a simple look, but it looks very sporty and also gahar. Honda's design shows you against an engine made by an engine with a capacity of 150 cc. With all the new LED light, the headlights of this engine are capable of producing very bright light and certainly durable. Then to the
frame sector, which uses aluminum material that is very sturdy and lightweight, in order to produce a balance between the strength of the frame and the flexibility of this engine. Due to the size of the dimensions, it is also very comfortable, so it is very suitable for the tour as well as the daily one. Honda CB150R Streetfire
Although it has also equipped honda with advanced and modern technology features, it is worth the price. Then the racing kitchen sector introduced by the Honda CB150R Streetfire will have Honda's latest engine, the engine will be able to deliver more responsive power, fuel consumption efficiency and will certainly be
fun and also comfortable. Since Honda has equipped a 4-phase engine, DOHC - 4 Valves with an engine capacity of 149.16 cc, the engine is capable of delivering maximum power reaching 12.4 kW (16.9 PS) / 9,000 rpm. The resulting torque, capable of reaching 13.8 Nm (1.41 kgf.m) / 7,000 rpm, is all supported by fuel
supply system technology in the form of PGM-FI. CB150R Special Edition (black and red) Price Rp. 27.475.000,-Cb150R Special Edition (red) Price Rp. 27.475,000,-Cb150R Standard price Rp. 26,375,000,-7. The presence of the Honda CB150 Verza Honda CB150 Verza certainly gives a very different feeling, as for this
one motorcycle is a combination of a Honda CBR150R and a Honda Verza. Although still new, but the presence of the Honda CB150 Verza is a well-calculated salmon. Since the latest Besutan Honda is the best touring engine that is also suitable for daily IOC. Since Honda has attached a lot of the advantages this
engine offers, especially upright. Not only is the design featured on the Honda CB150 Verza more in order and very masculine and cool. You can see for yourself the front end of the rear end, which can be said to be really waw deh. The Honda CB150 VerzaPasti is worth the price Honda has already offered, given the
many features shown in this Honda motorcycle. In addition, it is also available in a number of very cool color choices that you can choose according to your individual taste. At the same time, there is no reason to doubt the racing kitchen sector, as Honda has equipped it with engines of the same type as the Honda
CB150R. As a result, the energy produced is not very different from his brother, who is also supported by the PGM-FI fuel supply system. The engine has a very efficient fuel, in which the fuel consumption of 1 liter is able to cover a distance of 46.3 km. CB150 Verza Spoke Price Rp. 19.300,000,-Cb150 Verza CW Price
Rp. 19,950,000,-8. Honda Verza The next best tour motorcycle is the Honda Verza 150, although currently a motorcycle made of Honda is no longer in production as it has been replaced with a Honda Cb150 Verza. But the honda Verza 150's fame is well taken into account, even in 2017 Honda Verza achieved sales
figures that are not very different from its brother, the Honda CB150R salmon. In other words, the Honda Verza 150 has an attraction that gets its loyal customers interested in owning this very hard iron horse. Continuing in the design sector, when seen, is very athletic and gahar, from front to back is becoming masculine



once with very sharp curly but very beautiful impressions. Honda VerzaAs best touring motorcycles for other Hondas, Honda Verza 150 is an upright seating position. So the rider is very nice to ride this one bike and certainly not an easy cape. This is due to the fact that it is equipped with a dimensional size of 2,056 mm
in length, a width of 742 mm and a height of 1,054 mm and a weight of 129 kg. Then the trunk sector has very strong material and light, so it is very easy to control. Although it is not currently produced, but flikerman can be bought by its used if it wants it. In terms of price, it's certainly worth everything between carrying its
features and also the competitive kitchen sector. Honda Verza 150 cw Price Rp 18.800.000 Price Honda Verza 150 sw Rp 17.950.0009. Honda Megapro FIHonda endlessly introduce an engine with very hard and okay specifications. Especially for the features presented by the Honda Megapro FI is very complete and
also has advanced and modern technology. The Honda Megapro FI is the last generation of Honda, for the last generation it has a more athletic design and also a more futuristic design. With the latest shroud design, the look is even better and is equipped with side decks with carbon material. As for the speedometer
panel, which once has a sporty and futuristic design, the point of the design sector as a whole is very fit dah. Honda Megapro FI Honda Megapro FI's excellence is therefore very much the best Touring Motor in addition to its advantage in design. The size of this honda motorcycle is also very comfortable to ride as the
rider's seat position is perpendicular. So it is very natural if this bike is very suitable for daily or also for long trips or tours. Then we moved on to the honda megapro FI pacemaker sector equipped with engine type SOHC, 4 Steps, 5 Speed with a capacity of 149.5 cc engine. This type of engine can deliver highly efficient
and responsive power because performance is already supported by fuel supply.Harga Mega Pro EN Rp. 22.075.00010. The Honda PCX 150If Yamaha has Yamaha NMAX as the best touring engine, Honda has a Honda PCX 150 as a Honda matic bike, which is very suitable for touring and good for daily too. Since the
Honda PCX 150 has a lot of advantages that it brings, especially in the design part that includes the premium concept. It is very good if the Honda matic bike is carried on tour as the seating position of the riders does not quickly get tired. This is due to the sizes it brings in addition to the wider footrest space. The sense
of safety is also very strong, as the brake system already uses a disc brake both on the front and the back. The Honda PCX 150 Is very comparable to honda's price, as this Honda flagship matic motorcycle has a lot of very interesting features. Where equipped smart key system guarantees a very safe and comfortable
taste to serve and also park. Honda also not only equips it with a combi brake feature, but there is also an additional braking feature in abs that ensures the safety of braking. At the same time, there is no need to doubt the performance of the competitive kitchen's heart sector. Because the engine carried by the Honda
PCX 150 is capable of it has a maximum power of 10.8 kW (14.7 PS) / 8,500 rpm and a torque of 13.2 N.m (1.35 kgf.m) / 6,500 rpm. READ 15 Best and Latest Cheap Yamaha Moge Prices 202111. The Kawasaki Versys-X 250 CityKawasaki is indeed one of the motorcycle manufacturers whose name is known to
everyone because the motorcycles brought to his service are well mummified in different fields. Like the Kawasaki Versys-X 250 City, in one of its products this has certainly become the best travelling motorcycle in Indonesia. This can be seen from the design presented by the Kawasaki Versys-X 250 City, as kawasaki
presents its products especially as motorcycles for long distances. In addition, for the city or daily is also very suitable, so it's only natural if it becomes the best touring engine, especially when the design looks more elegant and impressed with a very gahar once Kawasaki typical color art. Kawasaki Versys-X 250 City
Then switch to the heart sector of the best tour motorcycle racehorse, which this is very capable of trusting. Since Kawasaki has equipped it with a liquid-cooled engine, the 4-speed Parallel Twin, DOHC, 8 valves with a capacity of 249 cc engine. In this type of engine, maximum power can be produced, reaching 34 PS
at 11,500 rpm, and at maximum torque can reach 21.7 N.m 10,000 rpm. Performance is also supported by fuel system technology in the form of fuel injection: 28 mm x 2 dual-use valve to make engine performance more complete. Because of the many advantages of Kawasaki's motorcycle, it is certainly worth
everything. Kawasaki Verysy-X 250 City price Rp. 62.300.000,-12. The Kawasaki Versys-X 250 Tourer is still in one type with the best tour bike Kawasaki Versys-X 250 Tourer presented by Kawasaki. For this one engine is a specialized rotating engine, you can only see for yourself the appearance of the sector. Since
there are two boxes in the back that are identical to the tour engines, then there seem to be fog lights on the right and left sides of the front. Then Kawasaki has also equipped it with advanced and modern technological features that Kawasaki has embedded against the orbiting engine of its flagship. The specific
measuring area is very comfortable and very suitable as an engine dedicated to the engine lap. Kawasaki Versys-X 250 TourerAs with the slogan Kawasaki For Any-Any Time, where the Kawasaki Versys-X 250 Tourer offers pleasure while driving. In addition, this rotating motor is equipped with a DC socket to make
riders feel calm if the battery of the device is low. Moreover, the number of features shown in the Kawasaki Verysy-X 250 Tourer is certainly very comparable provided by Kawasaki. Especially due to the performance of the engine owned by the best rotating motorcycles, this is very capable, so it is very suitable for
exploring all the streets of Indonesia. Since both the City and Tourer versions have the same racing kitchen sector, you just have to choose which Kawasaki Verysy-X 250 Tourer costs Rp. 73.100.000,-13. The Suzuki GSX-S150 Touring EditionSuzuki is one of the automakers that not only introduces cars, but this
manufacturer also manufactures the best rotating motor vehicles. There have been a wide variety of motorcycles that he has introduced and one of them is the Suzuki GSX-S150 Touring Edition, this one motorcycle is specially designed as a long-distance travel motorcycle or tour. This is clearly visible from the design it
has brought, as there is already a visor ahead. In addition, the frame presented on the motorcycle made of Suzuki shows that the bike is very poor to cross the streets of Indonesia. Suzuki GSX-S150 Touring Edition Even if it's not just equipped with a visor, the Suzuki GSX-S 150 Touring Edition has a hand guard and
also a fastener salmon. The presence of this Suzuki motorcycle certainly shows a new color in the automotive world, especially this famous manufacturer also equips it with a lot of technologically advanced and modern features. Its increasingly stunning and athletic look shows the spirit of an adventurer to anyone who
owns this one motorcycle, while in the kitchen industry the racetrack is certainly worth the price offered by suzuki. Because the power owned by the Suzuki GSX-S 150 Touring Edition is very efficient and also very responsive. Suzuki GSX-S 150 Touring Edition Price Rp. 25.850.000,-14. Suzuki GSX-S150S150S
statement suzuki not only presents the touring edition, the famous manufacturer also presents the Suzuki GSX-S 150. This one bike is also very suitable as the best rotating engine, as Suzuki's newest besutan has a seat position that is perpendicular. So the rider is not easily a cape, if he travels long distances or tours, it
is because the position of the seat with the handlebars is parallel. Since the display presented is not much different from the Touring Edition version, only here there is no visor and also a hand guard. But the whole si is very good at designing both dimensions and body and look. It is very much worth the price suzuki has
already offered, especially for the racing kitchen industry. Where Suzuki has equipped its latest products with the type DOHC 4-Valve, 4-Stroke, a single-cylinder engine with a volume of 150 cc. This type of machine can produce very strong power, so it is very once for the tour as well as for the daily, there is also a very
suitable IOC. Then the feature presented by the Suzuki GSX-S 150 is very perfect and even the features already use sophisticated and modern technology. As for the priced is cheaper compared to the Touring Edition.Price Suzuki GSX-S 150 Rp. 24.750.00015. Viar Vortex 250 For the last best tour engine is the Viar
Vortex 250, Viar is indeed one of the manufacturers of motorcycles that are still active in introducing multiple vehicle types and one of them is the Viar Vortex 250. This engine is very suitable for use as a touring partner of the flikermaia, as this one engine has touring gear such as boxes and the front looks like a visor.
Then, in the industry, the appearance has also shown whether an engine made of Viar is actually present in the festive engine as a rotating engine, even on a daily basis is also very well. Jam was also the price offered for the best tour engine, this is very affordable. Viar Vortex 250If you look from the side, it looks very
clear, especially since the location of the bracket is very good. Since the driver gets a straight tegal seating position, so it's not easy to refer when driving far. Then continue in the racing kitchen sector owned by Viar Vortex 250, as everyone already knows when the tenacity of this motorcycle does not have to doubt the
IOC. Since Var has embedded a 4-phase SOHC water cooler cooler engine with a mesi capacity of 249 cc, the engine is capable of producing a maximum power of 18.5 Kw/9000 rpm and maximum torque capable of reaching 22.5 Nm/7000 rpm. Viar Cortex 250 Price Rp. 44.650.000,-These are some of the best
travelling motorcycles for a very terjangku price and also fit very well daily. Of all the motorcycles circulating above, they both have highly capable specifications and are also equipped with advanced and modern technology features. Then the price offered by each tour motor, as above, is priced according to everything.
That's what we can tell flikermania about the best travelling motorcycle reviews, hopefully the above information can be useful to everyone. All.
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